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..
the ie ocon Dision cilties Dan, in Cos Ba C
Lejee, Nor Colina. The prim ose of this position is to mntn,
repair, adjust, and cibrate ncus es of conventi and solid state
fire alm signaling, reporng d recording vices.

II. Major Duties.

A. Performs complex maintenance and repair on.fire alarm signaling,
reporting and recording devices to include telephones, pull boxes, reporting
stations, power systems, smoke detectors, sprinklers, deluge and chemical
systems, and their associate componen’ts. Analyze system malfunctions, deter-
mine the cause of malfunction, takes appropriate action to restore system to
full and correct operation. Disassembles system down to and including printed
circu/t boards, performs analysis, locates faulty component and makes appropriate
replacement of relays, transformers, capacitors, resistozs, diodes, rectifiers,
transistors, inductors, imtragated circuits, and other components of the printed
circuit board. Refers to factory manuals, blueprimts, schematics, System and
components specificat/ons for correct operations and procedures. Ma/nta/ns lead
and polyethylene cable. Works alone or with the assistance of a helper or other
employees.

B. Operates vehicle for transportation to and from job sites. Researches
and records data for ordering parts for repair of systems, orders necessary
parts-and materials from supply points, work will be perfomed on all types
of control circuits and devices pertaining to electricity, water and chemical
fire deterent systems.

III. Skill and Knowledge. Must possess a high degree of advanced electronic
and electro-mechnical theory, skill and ability, supplemented hy knowledge and
previous experience in the use of electronic test instruments. EG: vacuum
tube volt meter, volt-ohmmeter, digital volt meter, oscilloscope and signal
generators. Must be able t use and comprehend technical manuals, schematics,
ad sketches to diagnose and repa/r equipment. Must possess the required
knowledge to identify and select components/parts by schematic symbols, color
codes, part numbers, and descript/ons. Must b able to’interpret nstructions
from manuals and engineering drawings while adhering to local and national code"
requirements. Must possess the knowledge and ability to analyze malfunctioning
systems, determine cause of malfunction, make the required repairs to restore
system to correct operating condition. Must possess the ability to perform
modifications to equipment following manufacturers suggestions, including main-
tenance and repair problems of integrated systems equipment over and vethe normal application of usual trade techniques and procedures. Must be able
to aply electrical and electro-mechnical knowledge and principles to chemical
release systems, deluge systems, and water sprinkler systems. Will he re/ired
to instruct helpers or trainees while performing the above tasks. Must be able
to climb step and unstopped poles. Must possess good coordination while, working
on equipment. Must possess valid state drivers license.

V. Respons/bility. Responsible to the Deputy Fire Chief, in his absence the
Base Fire Chief. In cases when both Deputy Fire Chief and Base-Fire Chief are-
absent during the same time frame, the incumbent will be esponsible to the
Assistant Fire Chief. Assignments will be received either orally or written:
material lists, specification and diagrams may accompany work assignments.
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A Complexity. of Work. Must determine the type and extent of repairs
needed, select and replace parts or modules/printed circuit boards ensuring
that the end product meets all specification requirements.

B. Scope of Work. Is responsible for complete repair and correct
operation of all fire alarm systems. Must be able to identify repair parts,
and sbassemblies by part number, schematic symbol, ext: for procurring
replacement and repair parts.

C. Nature and Degree cf Responsibility-for Mak/ng Judgements and
Decisions. Work may be performed without supervision. Must plan sequence of
work, make determination of Zeasibility of equipment repairs. Refers tu
diagrams, sketches, prints, manuals and engineering specifications when avail-
able and frequently makes modifications and deviates from instructions as
required. When decisions are made, incumbent will assure that equipmetwill
be left in the best operating condition possible.

V. Physical Effort. Frequently lifts and carries parts and assemblies
weighing up to 25 pounds. Work is at a normal pace and requires walk/rig, climb-
ing, crqwling, stooping, crouching which may berequired for extended periods
of .ime. Normal vision and hearing are required. Corrective devices are
permissible.

VI. Working Conditions. Work is either inside or outside in all kin4hs of
.weather and sometimes for extndedhours. Is subject to shock, burns, cuts,
and abrasions. Duties are required to be assumed any time, day or n/ght,
whenever the need arises.
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